Abstract

We present our vision and preliminary design toward web-crawled academic video search engine, named as LeeDeo, that can search, crawl, archive, index, and browse “academic” videos from the Web. Our proposal differs from existing general-purpose search engines such as Google or MSN whose focus is on the search of textual HTML documents or metadata of multimedia objects. Similarly, our proposal also differs from existing academic bibliographic search engines such as CiteSeer, arXiv, or Google Scholar whose focus is on the search and analysis of PDF or PS documents of academic papers. As desiderata of such an academic video search engine, we discuss various issues as follows: (1) Crawling: how to crawl, identify, and download academic videos from the Web? (2) Classification: how to determine the so-called academic videos from the rest? (3) Extraction: how to extract metadata and transcripts from the classified videos? (4) Indexing: how to build indexes for search engines? and (5) Interface: how to provide interface for efficient browse and search of academic videos?

1. Introduction

Large-scale bibliographic search engines such as CiteSeer\textsuperscript{1}, Google Scholar\textsuperscript{2}, or Microsoft Libra\textsuperscript{3} have proven themselves to be immensely useful for diverse users on the Web looking for research articles or metadata therein. Such search engines exploit the hyperlinks on the Web in crawling, gathering, and updating contents. Therefore, they often contain a large number of bibliographic data objects with considerable noises and errors (due to imperfect software artifacts). So far, main data objects supported by such search engines have been confined to mostly research articles in PDF or PS format.

As technologies rapidly advance, however, we envision that the way scholars disseminate their findings in this hypertext era be substantially augmented. For instance, in addition to publishing research articles in publication outlets, scholars may summarize their findings in a short video clip and circulate it for wider dissemination in YouTube\textsuperscript{4} or Yahoo Video\textsuperscript{5}. For instance, [19] discusses such an idea early on. Similarly, increasingly more number of publishing venues record author’s presentation as a video clip and share them on the Web. Colloquium talks are frequently recorded and posted to departments’ web pages. Furthermore, many schools start to post instructors’ lectures as video clips to the Web for wider audience. Potentially, such multimedia-rich mediums are very useful for many people. However, no hypertext based search engines have existed that can crawl, index, and search such “academic” multimedia-rich data objects as scholar’s presentation video in a conference, expert’s tutorial presentation, or instructor’s lecture video.

Our approach, termed as LeeDeo (LEarning and Educational viDEO Search Engine), differs from existing general-purpose search engines such as Google or Ask.com\textsuperscript{6} whose focus is on the search of textual HTML documents or metadata of multimedia objects. Similarly, LeeDeo also differs from commercial video search engines such as Live Video Search\textsuperscript{7} or Google Video\textsuperscript{8} in that: (1) LeeDeo specifically focuses on gathering and indexing only “academic” or “educational” video clips from the Web, and (2) while existing video search engines’ indexing is limited to associated keywords such as titles of videos or snippets of pages from which videos are found, LeeDeo aims to provide more comprehensive indexing by exploiting the extracted transcripts from videos as well as state-of-the-art video abstraction and content-based indexing techniques.

\textsuperscript{1}http://citeseer.ist.psu.edu/
\textsuperscript{2}http://scholar.google.com/
\textsuperscript{3}http://libra.msra.cn/
\textsuperscript{4}http://www.youtube.com/
\textsuperscript{5}http://video.yahoo.com/
\textsuperscript{6}http://www.ask.com/
\textsuperscript{7}http://video.live.com/
\textsuperscript{8}http://video.google.com/
Due to the abundant information found in the extracted tf.idf data and transcripts, IR style indexes are built. For instance, presentation video); and (4) multimedia-rich data objects on the Web often imply different copyright issues from HTML web pages or PDF research papers (e.g., video clips with the YouTube logo). What are the implications and opportunities? (4) How can K-12 educators use such an academic video search engine in classrooms? How will researchers and graduate students use it for learning and disseminating new information?

The current architecture of the LeeDeo consists of: (1) **Crawler:** Utilizing the hyperlinks on the Web, a crawler travels web pages to gather academic videos from educational as well as commercial sites. First-level filtering of irrelevant videos is done, too; (2) **Extractor:** Various metadata (e.g., author, title, video length) and associated information (e.g., URL to videos, site information, keywords) of videos are extracted and cleaned. Transcripts of videos are also extracted using speech recognition facility; (3) **Classifier:** Using extracted information, various classification tasks are conducted. Non-academic videos (which passed the first-level filtering by the crawler) are classified and filtered out. And, then appropriate tags/keywords are assigned to videos (e.g., Physics colloquium video, Conference presentation video); and (4) **Indexer:** Based on extracted metadata and transcripts, IR style indexes are built. For instance, tf.idf like weighting can be applied to tokens in transcripts. Due to the abundant information found in the extracted transcripts (compared to a limited set of video metadata), indexes with a better quality can be built.

### 2. Academic Video Search Engine

What are “academic” or “educational” videos? Inherently, the definition of academic videos is fuzzy so that we do not attempt to give one. Rather, informally, we first list the kind of videos that we are interested in collecting and archiving in this project. Incomplete list includes: (1) Lecture, tutorial, and demonstration videos, (2) Conference and workshop presentation videos, (3) Colloquium and invited talk videos, and (4) Educational User-Created Contents (UCC) videos. For instance, some examples are shown in Table 1. Overall, we are interested in collecting videos that are useful for educational purpose and designed to disseminate new findings or understanding to wide audience. In terms of idiosyncratic features, academic videos are often relatively long (from 20-30 minutes to 1-2 hours), compared to other short video clips (e.g., 4-5 minutes music videos), and carry the main message in its audio channel (e.g., a biologist explains her main findings “verbally” while using slides and chalk/board). Of course, sometimes, there are educational videos that rely on animation or such. However, we believe that such cases are rare. Therefore, videos that do not contain any audio channel, for instance, can be quickly ruled out as “non academic videos” by our crawler. Furthermore, keywords and vocabularies spoken by the presenter in academic videos are often domain-specific, narrowly-focused, and distinctive (e.g., Multimedia colloquium talks would use terms like “CBIR” or “index” more often).

#### 2.1. Crawling for Videos

In general, the number of plausible web sites where academic videos can be found are far more limited than that of those sites having HTML pages or PDF articles. For instance, it is more likely that educational video repositories such as those in Table 1 or scholars’ home pages in.edu domain (in US) have academic videos linked. Therefore, by periodically monitoring those plausible web sites (as seed pages), one can have a relatively-complete academic video search engine. Another possible solution is to rely on existing general or video search engines such as Google, MSN, Yahoo Video, Google Video, etc. Using a set of keywords (e.g., “video”, “talk”, and “colloquium”) as input queries, for instance, one can query existing search engines and use the intersection or union of returned pages as seed pages. We plan to investigate both approaches. Nevertheless, in the long run, crawling the Web for academic videos is a challenging task. In particular, the following challenges must be addressed.

---

The vertical or niche search engine is a specialized search engine designed to search and index specific topics (e.g., Travel, Medicine) or formats (e.g., PDF articles), in contrast to the general search engine that aims to search as many topics and formats as possible.
First, often, videos are embedded in web pages using peculiar features of some video players (e.g., flash player). Therefore, being able to automatically detect and download a myriad types of embedded videos from the Web is challenging since simply there are so many varieties for a crawler to deal with and there is little governance of standards. Second, in general, the average size of embedded videos on the Web is much larger than that of HTML pages or PDF articles. For instance, in our preliminary testing, about 60% of videos are less than 50MB and the rest of 40% are as large as 240MB. Therefore, while downloading and storing such videos, a crawler has to consider the network bandwidth and storage issues carefully in its crawling policy [12]. To our best knowledge, no existing crawling policy literatures address the issue of the efficient download of large data objects like video clips. Third, to avoid unnecessary waste of storage space and copyright violation, it is important to be able to detect redundant copies of videos or copyright-violated videos while crawling using techniques such as [5, 6]. However, this often requires sophisticated and expensive contents-based video comparison or copied video detection techniques. How to incorporate such services into a crawler using simple disambiguation techniques (e.g., [7, 15]) needs to be carefully studied.

In the current prototype (to be elaborated in Section 3), we use tools such as WMRecorder10, vdownloader11, or Python scripts to download videos from the Web, and support both .avi and .flv types.

### 2.2. Extracting Metadata of Videos

Various metadata of videos are available – some are about the characteristics of individual video clips while others are about the site from which video clips are downloaded. Some semantic metadata even can be derived from contexts or other metadata [16]. Rich metadata helps users in browsing and searching videos. However, since our videos come from diverse data sources without uniform standards to follow, available set of metadata varies. For instance, Table 2 shows a small subset of metadata that can be extracted from eight sources. Note that different sites support different metadata. While some sites such as YouTube provide a rich set of metadata of videos in XML format, other sites display metadata of videos in web pages, making the extraction challenging.

---

### Table 1. Examples of seed URLs for crawling for academic videos.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Tags</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Submission Time</th>
<th>Video Length</th>
<th>Recording Date</th>
<th>Comment</th>
<th>URL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>youtube.com</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>video.google.com</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>videolectures.net</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>researchchannel.org</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>archive.org</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scivew.tv</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dnatube.com</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jove.com</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

### Table 2. Example metadata of videos and their availability on the Web.


2.3. Extracting Transcripts from Videos

One of unique features of academic videos is that they all must have “audio” channels – i.e., speaker must speak in the videos. Therefore, videos without a sound track will not be collected by crawlers in the first place. Furthermore, we can exploit this feature by extracting transcripts from audio channel using speech recognition software. Similar idea was explored in [3] with a limited digital library context. Below, we briefly describe the current design in the prototype. First, audio channels are extracted from videos using the ffmpeg library, which is free and open-source C implementation supporting most codecs12. The ffmpeg supplies very fast and powerful encoding and decoding schemes via simple command-line interface. Then, we have .mp3 files extracted for each video file. Next, transcripts are automatically extracted from .mp3 files by using speech recognition software such as IBM ViaVoice and Dragon NaturallySpeaking. In the current prototype, NaturallySpeaking was used to dictate the voice of academic videos.

Several technical issues still need to be addressed. First, continuous speech recognition under some complex circumstance (e.g., noise and speaking from multiple persons) is still a challenging task, if not impossible. In many academic settings, different people from different countries/regions tend to have different accents, resulting in a very difficult task of speech recognition. Therefore, it is infeasible to depend completely on speech recognition to make the transcript extraction. However, we still believe that transcripts of videos are good corpus that can significantly improve various features of video search engines such as indexing or crawling. Therefore, even if extracted transcripts contain a lot of noises and errors, with proper post-processing, a wealth of valuable information can be unearthed. Second, the best accuracy of extracting transcripts is currently achieved when the audio channel is played at a regular speed (as if a speaker talks in real time). However, in the academic video search engine, the number of videos to transcribe ranges from thousands to hundreds of thousands of videos. Therefore, such a slow scheme to extract transcripts would not work. One needs to devise more scalable schemes such as the parallel execution of the speech recognition routine in a cluster environment. Another solution is to reduce the number of videos to transcribe. For instance, instead of transcribing 60 minutes-long videos, one can identify smaller segments of more importance to have faster transcription. In the sub-section, we discuss our early idea toward this approach.

12http://ffmpeg.mplayerhq.hu/general.html#SEC3

2.4. Abstracting Videos

Video abstraction is defined as a short summary of a long video consisting of a set of still or moving images, which can be selected and reconstructed from an original video with concise information about the contents. Techniques in video abstraction can be categorized into two main approaches, i.e., static video summary and dynamic video skimming. In the static video summary (e.g., [1, 4, 13, 18]), a collection of static images or key frames of video segments are selected and reconstructed. Since the approach allows nonlinear browsing of video contents, the time constraint cannot be preserved. On the other hand, dynamic video skimming (e.g., [2, 9, 10, 14, 17]) provides a shorter version of a video arranged in time. Since it browses certain portions of video contents, the time constraint can be preserved.

For both approaches, segmentation of video into proper units (i.e., shots or scenes) plays a very important role in maximizing the quality of video abstraction. However, due to the nature of academic videos, i.e., captured by a single camera operation without stop, there is no clear boundary of shot in the video. In order to address this, we segment a video into a number of small clips using the time gaps in speaker’s speech, which do not have any audio information, i.e., silence or pause. For example, there exist time gaps when a speaker changes presentation slides, brings a new topic, or prepares demonstrations. If the time gap exceeds a certain threshold, we regards the gap as a boundary of segments. Each segment is called as “Slice” (or video slice) to distinguish it from other segments used in general videos, such as shot, scene or event. If a segment is too long, it is re-segmented into “Sub-slices”.

After a video is segmented into a number of slices (or sub-slices), we select and reconstruct the slices for abstracting video that is used for efficient processing of transcripts extraction mentioned in Section 2.3. For the abstraction, we exploit the idea of dynamic video abstraction proposed in [8], and then extend it into abstracting academic videos. Unlike [8], where only visual contents are considered for video summarization, our approach in three steps uses both audio as well as visual features: (1) We first segment a video into slices (or sub-slices) by using time gaps of audio information; (2) We next construct a scene tree with the detected sections, which illustrate the hierarchical contents of the video, and generate multi-level scenarios using the constructed scene tree which provides various levels of video abstractions; and (3) Finally, using the multi-level scenarios, we generate two different types of abstraction: multi-level highlights and multi-length summarizations.

The generated abstractions are used to extract transcripts from video efficiently. In other words, the transcripts are extracted only from the abstracted video rather than entire
2.5. Classifying Videos

In this step, from many input videos, we aim at classifying and detecting only “academic” videos (or “colloquium” videos in the case of prototype in Section 3). In the preliminary experimentation, we used 64 positive (i.e., academic) and 100 negative (i.e., non-academic) sample videos with Support Vector Machine (SVM) as the main classification framework. As the feature of videos, no metadata are used for now. Rather, only transcripts extracted from the audio channels of videos are used. That is, we treated transcripts of videos as if they are document corpus and applied conventional document classification techniques using the SVM\textsuperscript{light} implementation\textsuperscript{13}.

Using randomly selected 50% as the training and the remaining 50% as the testing set, overall, we got 100% precision and 18.7% recall in classifying academic videos. As shown in Figure 3, when there are more information available in transcripts, it is easier to classify videos. For instance, a hour-long academic videos will yield lengthy transcripts with a lot of informative tokens, which in turn is likely to yield high rate of success in determining true positives and negatives. Since the preliminary experimentation is still very limited, more extensive empirical study is needed. For instance, clearly, other metadata such as URL or title of videos would be helpful in the classification process and need to be exploited judiciously, and videos in diverse genres need to be used in the experimentation for conclusive analysis. We are currently carrying out such an experimentation.

3. ColloClips as a Prototype

As a proof-of-concept of the LeeDeo project, first, we built an academic video search engine for colloquium videos only, termed as ColloClips. ColloClips is built using the Drupal\textsuperscript{14} as the content management system and FlashVideo\textsuperscript{15} as the video management module in the Drupal. The initial seed pages for ColloClips are found by search engines using queries like “colloquium OR talk OR video site:*.edu”.

A few screenshots of ColloClips are shown in Figure 2, where (a) shows the main interface of ColloClips, (b) shows the page of an individual colloquium video, and (c) shows the results of search. In (b), bottom area shows a few automatically extracted metadata of the colloquium video (e.g., author name, video length) while scrollable panel on the right shows the extracted transcript of the corresponding video, with each 2-minute slice in different colors. In (c), 10 matches (out of 49) to the keyword string “Physics” are shown. Note that search is performed against the extracted transcriptions, instead of metadata of videos (as a demonstration). Since extracted transcriptions of videos provide richer corpus for indexing, instead of conventional CBIR, ColloClips provides indexing and searching based on keyword matching on transcriptions by default. In the future, we will combine the indexing on both the metadata and transcripts of videos. The index in Drupal is maintained as a UNIX cron job when new contents are added. In a content management system like Drupal, everything is stored in the database (e.g., MySQL). An individual video embedded in each page of ColloClips, shown as Figure 2(b), is treated as a file and stored in the database.

\textsuperscript{13}http://svmlight.joachims.org/

\textsuperscript{14}http://drupal.org/

\textsuperscript{15}http://drupal.org/project/flashvideo
4. Conclusion

In this paper, we discussed our preliminary proposal for academic video search engines, termed as the LeeDeo, and their related issues. LeeDeo is different from existing search engines in that: (1) it focuses on “academic” or “educational” videos only, (2) it extracts various video metadata from videos themselves as well as from web pages from which videos are crawled, and (3) it extracts transcripts from the audio channel of videos using the speech recognition facility and uses them as the rich corpus for advanced indexing. Brief discussion on our initial design is provided as a motivation and a prototype system for colloquium videos, termed as the ColloClips, is presented. However, much research is needed to resolve many open challenging issues.
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